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Uistract A microscopic theoretical calculation of temperature dependence of velocity of sound in high temperature superconductors is 
iddiessed m this paper The influence of model parameters o f the system in its nonnal phase is investigated through numorical calculations The results 
II (he mom temperature as well as low temperatures (~ 25K), arc discussed The dimensionless parameters involved in the calculations are the electron- 
dionon coupling (^ M. staggered magnetic field (/i), hybridization (V^), position of the /-level {d), temperature (f) and the conduction band width (yy ) 
riu’ .nodcl Hamiltonian contains the aniifcrromagnctism in conduction electrons of copper and the electron-phonon interaction through the 
lyhiidization between conduction electrons and /-electrons of impurity atoms The phonon Green's functions are calculated by Zubarev's technique 
I he velocity of sound is calculated in the long wavelength and finite temperature limit
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1. Introduction
I here has been many experimental and theoretical endeavours 
lu understand the mechanism of superconductivity in hole doped
a^^Sr^CuO^ (denoted as LSCO) and electron doped 
Nd, ^Ce^CuO^ (denoted as NCCO) ceramic compounds. 
Uliiasonic attenuation peak and minimum in sound velocity is 
nbserved in non-superconducting NCCO at -  260K and in 
superconducting sample at 200K [\]. Prieur et al [2] have 
measured attenuation and velocity of sound in LSCO for different 
bcquencfes and temperatures. At temperature below 2(X)K, the 
aiienuation increases with decrease in temperature and 
Ircquency. For temperatures above 2(X)K, it increases with 
hcquency and temperature. This may be possible due to 
it:iragonal to orthorhombic phase transition [2]. Longitudinal 
^nund velocities arc measured in LSCO in presence of magnetic 
bcld and showed presence of superconductivity inhibited by 
•he structural instabilities [3, 4]. Ultrasonic measurements of 
hmguudinal sound waves in LSCO by Zhang et al[5] showed a 
peak at temperature -  27K of magnetic origin and another peak
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at 37.9K due to superconductivity. Rout et al [6] have reported 
n microscopic theoretical model to explain a strong softening in 
the velocity of sound.
In this paper, we report the microscopic theory of the 
tcmperalure-dcpendcncc of velocity of sound of the above 
superconducting systems is their normal phase al low 
temperatures.
2. Formalism
The Hamilton ion in A-space is taken as
* k,a 1 (1)
-2f()(cos +C O S  )
(2)
\,k,a + (3)
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Y,k,aU,k,nh.k,a ' (4)
, //^ , and are conduclion electron, staggered field, 
hybridisation inleraclion and /-clcciron Hamiltonian 
respectively. a{a ' ), h { h ' ) and / ( /  ') arc annihilation 
(creation) operators of conduction electrons and /^electrons 
respectively. The Fourier transformed cleciron-phonon 
interaciion Hamiltonion is
Xit.ry.cT \ q a f  \ k.a
^ki-q,CT /l,A:,fr ■ j A/ ’
~  (/]> fry .a ^k,o  f  \,ki-q.a ^^k .a ) ’
(5)
With annihilation (creation)
operators for phonons with wave vector q ixndfiq) is the electron- 
phonon coupling constant. The free phonon Hamiltonion with 
phonon energy is written as // ,^ = . The
double time phonon Green function of Zubarev type [71 is 
defined as
(6)
® /*%,a f>k.c • «'■ bt,a ! « ' ;
-i/.a ^ k . a  ~ ^ k - q ,o  ^k, a  ’ ®  ^  f k - q . a  f k . a  >
A'.<T- ’
P ' ^ I ’l-q-.o- / * ' . a - + / w  V a - - (12
Applying Dyson approximation, the phonon Green function 
can be written as
ZJ,^ (^£0 ) = ( ( u , , / 7 r ) [ t w ' (7) 
where phonon self energy is given by
l^ ((0)=4jtf-(-q)(O ^XqqiO )),  (8)
X q.q-((o) =  l k . k ' . a . A r '  ^ + r4 + r, + r„]. (9)
r](k,k',q, q',(0) 's (i = 3 lo 6 ) represent the electron response 
f'unciions. They are del'inecl by dropping k ,k ' ,q .q '  and co as
r , ( a ) ) = « a ' '  +a'’\ P" » ;
F4 (to) = « « "  + a^ ; p'’ » ,
r , ( t u ) = « a '  + a ' ';  /J" »  ;
F ( , ( ( o ) = « a ‘ + a ‘^  ; p'' » .  (1 0 )
where
/ * , < T ; ®  fk-q.rr  / * , < T ;
The renormalized phonon frequency in zero wave vccin 
and low temperature limit is calculated by setting the denoniinaid 
of the eq. (7) to zero. Then
(w/tU(,)^ = l + [4«-/^0);foo(fl»/a>o}- (11
The different dimensionless parameters arc
^ = /"(O) A(())/Wfj; (I - £ ^  c = ;
V  =  V  I 2 t ^  \ e -  V/rkj .  /  2 t ^^ ; a  =  a k f .  f 2;^^ 
cj =  q l k f .  ; .Vf,- £ ( ) ( / : ) /2 r ( )  ; h =  h l 2 t ^  \ 
x - £ f ^ l  2/() ; b =  2t^) /  2 k T  ; / =  !// .?.
3. Results and discus.sion
The phonon coupling to the hybridisation between y-elcctnn 
and conduction electrons is considered in the formalism ol lli 
model for high temperature superconductors given in \t\ Tli 
velocity of sound is evaluated numerically under half fillin 
band situations taking the Fermi level at the middle ol il: 
conduction band with f  y. = 0 . The dimensionless paraniL^ ci 
involved in this calculation are the phonon coupling strcnjii 
(j(?), the position of the /-level (cl) lying below and above il 
Fermi level, the hybridisation (V), the antiferromagnetic ficl 
strength (h) and the reduced temperature (f). The results ( 
velocity of sound at low temperatures is discussed below
Figure 1 shows the variation of reduced velocity wii 
temperature for various values of phonon coupling i 
hybridisation. The reduced velocity ( v ) softens (decrease 
with increase of electron-phonon coupling (^). There occurs 
dipin V at r =^ 0.15 corresponding to a value ofg = 0,018. Thi
r  hardens (increases) with increa.se of temperature.
Figure 2  shows variation of reduced velocity v of sour 
for shifting of the /-level. As/-levcl moves from the lop towan 
the Fermi level, the velocity of sound softens and 
hybridisation gap becomes prominent at r = 0.1 correspondir 
to rf= 0.06. corresponds to a hopping integral 21^  (= 2500K), ^  
corresponding to a fluctuation temperature pf P  = 250K. / 
/-level moves towards Fermi level the hybridisation stren
ncrcascs and hence the fluctuation tciupcralure shifts trom level and further moves below ii. Here, velocity of sound softens 
iichcr to the lower temperatures. drastically for a very small change in Fermi level.
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j|»iirt‘ I. The plot ol reduced velocity v' reduced teinpenilurc tor lixed 
.lilies ol li = 0 I. = OOlS, h - 0.4 and for dilleieni valiie.s ol ji;  ^ 0 03S. 
)DU) 0 02S. 0 023, OOIK, OOlS
reduced temperature
I'iRurc 2. The plot of reduced velocity \.s reduced temperature tor lixed 
wiluL-s ol c 0 025, r =: 0 001, h : 0 195 and for dilTerenI values ot 
/ - 0 2. 0 IS. 0 13, 0 10, 0.08, 0 06
Figure 3 shows the variation of velocity of sound with 
icniperalure as /-level moves from the lop towards the Fermi
Figure 3. The plot ol leduced velocity ia reduced tem|icrature for lixed 
values of i; = OOlSS, i OOlS, h = 0 4 and for diflcrcnt values of it ^ 
+OOL + 0,002. + 0 001. -I- 00001. -  0001, -  0(K)2, * 0.01 in the low 
tcmpeiature range
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